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What are the 10KHZ harmonics for a power transformer? National Semiconductor Application Note
HS105: “Design Considerations for Multilayer Transformers” 4. 14 Impedance Chart Co-Factor and
Equivalent Resistance of Transmission Elements With series resistors, the co-factor of a winding is the
ratio of the winding’s resistance to the resistance of the resistor. This ratio is important to preserve as much
as possible the impedance that was designed for the transformer. The sum of all the impedance
components of a winding must not exceed the impedance of the source, or the load, at the operating
frequency. One method of determining the winding impedance is by calculating the series equivalent
resistance of the winding. The following mathematical equations calculate the winding impedance in terms
of the winding inductance, series equivalent resistance, co-factor and, the winding’s source and load
impedances. 4 Lw = Xw/Xs XL (1) (2) (3) (4) Equivalent Resistance of a Co-Factor Winding = Xw/Lw *
Rs Co-Factor Lw Xw = Lws * Xw (5) (6) Equivalent Resistance of a Winding = Xw/Lw * Rs Rs Rs = Rs *
Xw (1) The windings of a power transformer are designed to have a co-factor that is greater than 1. The
sum of the coil impedance of each winding is not greater than the equivalent resistance of the source at the
operating frequency. This means that the equivalent resistance of the windings can be equal to or less than
the source resistance. Using Equation 6, the co-factor is equal to the ratio of the winding’s series resistance
to the load impedance. Equivalent Resistance of a Co-Factor Winding = Xw/Lw * Rs Rs Rs = Rs * Xw
Thus, the equivalent resistance of the windings can be calculated using the resistance of the individual
windings or the equivalent series resistance. The equivalent series resistance can be calculated using the
following mathematical equations. Esr = 1/g g = Xw/Lw Equivalent Series Resistance (3)
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October 17, 2564 BC - Prabhu TJ "Design of Transmission Elements" - Fifth Edition. Bandai BN, "Design
of machine elements" Ninth edition. Bandai BN, "Device design" - Tenth edition. Bandai BN, "Design of
mechanisms" - Eleventh edition. Thakur P.P., Engine Design - Twelfth Edition. A.S.S. Chandrasekhar,
Engine Design - Thirteenth Edition Bandai BN, Machine Design - Thirteenth Edition. Bandai B.N.,
"Design of mechanisms" - Twentieth edition. Bandai B.N., "Design of technology" - Twenty-first edition.
Bandai B.N., "Machinery Design" - fffad4f19a
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